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Critics of global governance have been influenced by Foucault’s 
 analysis of modern total institutions disciplining both the mind and the 
body. However, Foucauldian biopolitics may present global govern-
ance too smoothly. This article takes critiques arguing that consumer 
capitalism’s divorce from industrial production encourages romantic 
understandings of global problems and applies them to development 
aspects of the development–security nexus. It discusses three influential 
economists each of whose work is emblematic of consumer capitalism’s 
international development vision at particular historical junctures. The 
article outlines how Rostow’s The Stages of Economic Growth, arising dur-
ing the postwar economic growth boom, envisages developing coun-
tries becoming consumer societies at the highest stage of development, 
but also anticipates consumer society’s romantic critiques of modernity. 
It next examines Schumacher’s Small Is Beautiful and his Buddhist eco-
nomics, arising in the post-Bretton Woods crisis period, as symptomatic 
of re-emerging romantic critiques of society. Finally, it discusses Sen’s 
human development approach as a market romance illustrating con-
sumer capitalism’s individual-orientated development strategies. The 
article concludes that the contemporary development romance address-
es neither people’s basic needs nor their aspirations, and it problema-
tizes global governance’s ability to secure and govern populations. 
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Sowing the Seeds of Peace?

Planting a peace garden is an excellent vehicle for re-establishing one’s connection with 
nature, restoring one’s place in the natural food chain, for preserving personal free-
dom, and for sewing the seeds of peace. This is the essence of true homeland security. 
(Conway, n.d.)

SO RECOMMENDS A CONTRIBUTOR to a US online site for peace and 
development advocates. The advice to grow your own food with the 
aim of fostering peace and security questions consumer society and 
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expresses a yearning for a return to simpler, non-consumer forms of living. 
The proposed personal vision echoes recurring romantic critiques of capital-
ism and corresponds to the human development models that global actors 
seek to build in post-conflict societies. Yet, there is a paradox here. The advo-
cated return to non-industrial, small-scale, unmechanized, home-grown food 
production is expressed in a post-industrial Internet world. The paradox 
illustrates a characteristic split in contemporary Western advocacy. Return to 
nature is expressed through membership of a hi-tech, virtual world. 

International development policies involve ideas of peace and security, and 
they historically evolved from welfare regimes domestically, and from colo-
nial administration and counterinsurgency internationally (Duffield, 2007). 
Development and security concerns meet in global governance strategies 
(Duffield, 2007; Harrison, 2004). Significant critical analysis of global govern-
ance has been influenced by Foucault’s concept of biopolitics – that is, the 
governance of populations by disciplining minds and bodies through mod-
ern institutions (Dillon & Lobo-Guerrero, 2008; Duffield, 2007; Foucault, 2004; 
Reid, 2009). Foucauldian studies have developed Weber’s earlier insights into 
modern bureaucracies and his metaphor of the ‘iron cage’, in which citizens’ 
lives became organized from the cradle to the grave (Weber, 2002), while 
bestselling works like William Whyte’s (1956) The Organization Man spoke to 
popular experience of modern institutions. 

Today, postwar expectations of stable employment have eroded, and the 
welfare institutions of advanced industrialized states have been signifi-
cantly reorganized. Novel forms of governance have developed, involving 
more official direction of citizens’ lives to promote citizens’ responsibility for 
their own welfare (Nolan, 1998; Sennett, 2006). Developing countries did not 
develop an ability to govern populations through Weber’s iron cage institu-
tions, in the fashion of European welfare states, although their bureaucracies 
expanded after independence. Applying Foucauldian biopolitics may there-
fore present global therapeutic governance too smoothly and obscure signifi-
cant contradictions and weaknesses, notably populations’ distance from the 
reformed institutions of global governance (Duffield, 2007).

Critical literature has emphasized the securitizing of development, but 
has arguably overlooked the developmentalizing of security and its contra-
dictions for global governance. International development strategies have 
focused on ensuring stable ordered progress and preventing violent revolu-
tion, but equally a development romance exists. International development 
is a site of utopian thinking and escape from mainstream modern capital-
ist society. The developing world is simultaneously a threatening, disor-
dered, pathologized space and an enchanted, idealized space. Development 
may romanticize security, potentially legitimizing and/or undercutting the 
 security–development nexus of global governance. 
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This article explores the development aspect of that nexus. It takes cri-
tiques arguing that consumer capitalism’s divorce from industrial produc-
tion encourages romantic understandings of global problems as its starting 
point. It then follows a historical ‘post-holing’ approach, rather than a full 
narrative account, to consider how international development and global 
governance strategies are influenced by the evolving outlooks of consumer 
society. Sociologist Richard Sennett (1977: 42), who has extensively analysed 
capitalist culture, outlines how ‘“posthole” methods try to depict the sweep 
of historical forces and at the same time some of the richness of detail which 
comes from delving into a specific moment’. A comprehensive survey of 
changing international development would require discussion of landmark 
initiatives like the International Labour Organization’s world employment 
programme or the Brundtland Commission’s Our Common Future,1 but would 
not allow detailed exploration of their ideas in an article. Here, instead, I have 
chosen to discuss the works of three influential economists, Walt Rostow, 
E. F. Schumacher and Amartya Sen, whose theories are emblematic of con-
sumer capitalism’s international development vision at particular historical 
junctures: the postwar liberal optimism period, the post-1960s liberal crisis 
period and the liberal triumph/impasse at turn of the millennium, respect-
ively. I outline how Rostow’s development vision, arising in the postwar 
economic growth boom period, envisages developing countries proceeding 
through stages of economic growth towards becoming consumer societies at 
the highest stage, and how Rostow anticipates consumer society’s romantic 
critiques of modernity. Then, I examine the critique of Rostow’s (1971) The 
Stages of Economic Growth in Schumacher’s (1983) Small Is Beautiful and his 
Buddhist economics, which, arising in the post-Bretton Woods crisis period, 
are symptomatic of the shift from industrial capitalism to consumer capital-
ism and re-emerging romantic critiques of society. Subsequently, I discuss 
Sen’s capabilities approach as a market romance illustrating consumer capi-
talism’s individual-orientated development strategies. Finally, a concluding 
section suggests that the contemporary development romance addresses 
neither people’s basic needs nor their aspirations, and problematizes global 
 governance’s ability to secure and govern populations. 

1 See International Labour Organization (1969); World Commission on Environment and Development 
(1987).
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Recurring Romantic Critiques of Modernity and 
Consumer Capitalism� 

Modern society’s cultural tensions and ambivalence towards modernity have 
long been observed (Leavis, 1962; Snow, 1964). Romantic critiques essentially 
represent ‘opposition to capitalism in the name of pre-capitalist values’ (Sayre 
& Löwy, 1984: 46). Romantic critiques, involving a sense of alienation from 
nature and humanity, spontaneously arise from capitalism’s simultaneous 
fostering and thwarting of individual subjectivity. As Marx’s Capital analy-
ses, capitalism undermines traditional hierarchies, ties and privileges, and 
frees individuals to enter fluid market relations of exchange of equivalents 
(Marx, 1976: 280–286; Meszaros, 1970; Pashukanis, 1978). Capitalism’s mar-
ket relations thereby advance principles of freedom and equality. However, 
capitalism’s production relations depend on unequal relations of exploita-
tion, in which individuals sell their labour power and are worked by the 
buyer of their labour to create surplus value above the costs of their labour. 
This surplus value is not owned by workers but by the buyer of their labour. 
Surplus value is alienated from individual workers and accumulates as capi-
tal. Simultaneously, individuals are alienated from their own lives, as their 
life activities become subject to the demands of alienating production forces 
seeking capital accumulation.

Romantic critiques of modernity evoking pre-capitalist values commonly 
reflect the ideals of independent individual property owners (Marx, 1973: 
161–162). Historically, such critiques have been ambivalent towards the 
urban working classes, particularly collective movements (Cerni, 2007; 
Hochuli, 2008; Sayre & Löwy, 1984). Intellectual and reform circles have had 
difficulty relating to urban working classes without transforming them into 
romanticized pastoral, non-industrial subjects (Carey, 1992; Williams, 1973). 
Indicatively, when working-class movements declined as political forces 
internationally, romantic anti-capitalist critiques revived in different forms, 
notably in the fields of international development, pacifism and ecologism/
environmentalism in the 1970s and 1980s (Lasch, 1985; Sayre & Löwy, 1984).

Marx (1973: 161–162) described romantic outlooks as capitalism’s ‘legitimate 
antithesis’, for the romantic ethic ironically fostered capitalist consumerism 
(Campbell, 2005; Heath & Potter, 2005), just as the puritan ethic ironically 
fostered capitalist accumulation (Weber, 2002). There are utopian aspects to 
modern consumerism, which involve idealized self-images, imagination, illu-
sions and ideals (Campbell, 2005). The restless romantic search for authentic 
experience fuels dynamics of consumer enchantment and disenchantment, 

2 My summary of consumer capitalism and recurring romantic critiques follows Jim Butcher (2007), Colin 
Campbell (2005), Paula Cerni (2007), Alex Hochuli (2008) and Robert Sayre & Michael Löwy (1984), 
among others.
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acquisition and abandonment. But, just as romantic imagination may fuel 
consumer desires, so consumer pursuit of authenticity may foster idealistic 
impulses, including ethical consumption (Campbell, 2005: 207–214; Sussman, 
2000). Idealistic impulses may lead to political and social engagement, 
although sustained commitment may be potentially undermined by consum-
erism’s restless search for novel causes (Moore, 2008; Vaux, 2001). 

Consumerism’s spirit has become more entrenched in mature Western capi-
talist societies, especially Britain, which epitomizes consumer society both 
politically and socioeconomically. Conflict over production, which under-
pinned left- and right-wing ideological divisions and collective political 
movements, has waned. Simultaneously, political contestation has moved 
to consumption, as capitalist relations of production have depoliticized and 
naturalized (Hochuli, 2008; Wainwright & Calnan, 2002). The decline of 
production politics and the rise of consumer politics are reinforced through 
how capitalism is organized today. Increasingly, people in Western econo-
mies like Britain are employed in service-type employment, while propor-
tionately fewer are employed in production, which is shifting to clusters of 
highly productive workers in non-Western societies. The global division of 
labour divorces Western consuming societies (and capitalist elites) from the 
advanced industrialized conditions that underpin their way of life (Cerni, 
2007). Personal and political identities are increasingly organized around con-
sumption rather than production. Divorced from productive activity, consum-
er visions struggle to imagine industrial working classes, except nostalgically, 
let alone capable of transforming and transcending present socioeconomic 
relations and conditions. Consumer consciousness finds it particularly dif-
ficult to imagine socially organizing, expanding and enhancing industrial 
productive forces for the benefit of humanity and the environment. Western 
consumer societies have instead been attracted towards anti-industrial, femi-
nized ideals. In Marxist terms, analogies exist with the idealist character of 
the German middle classes (Marx & Engels, 1960) or the British 18th-century 
consuming middle-class women anguishing over the ethics of the new con-
sumer goods produced by slave labour (Brace, 2010; Sussman, 2000). 

Longing persists for ways of life and consumption perceived to be more 
natural and authentic (Butcher, 2007; Campbell, 2005; Heath & Potter, 2005), 
exemplified in the idea of planting one’s own peace garden (Conway, n.d.). 
Unfulfilled consumer ideals are reflected in ethical consumerism’s rise (Clarke 
et al., 2007; Soper, Ryle & Thomas, 2009). Ironically, ethical consumption as 
social action follows consumer society’s outlook, which struggles to conceive 
action beyond consumption. Many seek more natural, authentic communities 
outside of consumer society through international aid work, where mean-
ingful life-and-death struggles are enacted (Hammond, 2007; Vaux, 2001). 
Suggestive of romanticism’s ironic relation to capitalism, the 1990s indica-
tively witnessed an (ethical) consumer boom and novel global ethics and so-
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called ethical foreign policies. Further, ironically, the core global development 
vision that emerged from the decade was Sen’s market romance of micro-
enterprise, discussed below. I now want to explore consumer capitalism’s 
romance towards the developing world over the postwar decades, consider-
ing first Rostow’s modernization model, which presents consumer society as 
the highest stage of economic development. Rostow links consumer capital-
ism, security and liberal politics, but anticipates how consumer conscious-
ness could reject industrial growth strategies.

Rostow’s Age of High Mass Consumption 

Rostow’s The Economic Stages of Growth, first published in 1959, outlines 
postwar modernization aspirations. His model follows realist, materialist 
security approaches to security and development, which see national inter-
est and economic prosperity founding domestic and international order. 
Rostow’s universalist model sees all nations rationally pursuing the same 
goals of industrialization and material security for all, thereby lessening the 
causes of social conflict and promoting political stability. His modernization 
also follows postwar liberal progressive ideals of ‘growth liberalism’ (Ben-
Ami, 2010; Yuill, 2006). Growth liberalism was inspired by the US economy’s 
 experience of its highest-ever economic growth between the late 1940s and 
1973 (Ben-Ami, 2010). Its optimistic philosophy is captured in US President 
John F. Kennedy’s motto ‘a rising tide lifts all boats’, which saw economic 
strategies overcoming racial and social inequalities domestically and devel-
opment inequalities internationally (Yuill, 2006: 43). As political adviser to 
President Kennedy, Rostow proposed increasing US foreign development aid 
as part of US security strategies to secure newly independent states against 
communism. This optimistic mixture of realism and liberalism appears in 
Kennedy’s 1961 speech to the US Congress on ‘Urgent National Needs’, in 
which he committed the USA to an ambitious international development 
agenda for ‘emerging nations’. ‘Military pacts cannot help nations whose 
social injustice and economic chaos invite insurgency and penetration and 
subversion’, Kennedy (1961) urges. 

Rostow’s highest stage of development is the age of high mass consump-
tion, when mass industrial production has matured to allow society to focus 
on enhancing living standards and devote more resources to social welfare 
and non-necessities like arts and culture. Rostow (1971: 11) celebrates the 
new domestic consumer goods as freeing up labour and offering possibilities 
of travel, leisure and pursuit of interests beyond material security. He views 
antipathy towards material things as a luxury of those who enjoy material 
security and anticipates how consumer society itself will develop critiques 
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of consumerism and search for spiritual values (Rostow, 1971: 11) – as, for 
example, in Schumacher’s Small Is Beautiful, discussed below. 

Rostow’s publication coincided with a sweep of declarations of national 
independence as a wave of countries broke away from colonial rule. An age 
of national anti-colonial struggles demanded strategies seeking economic 
and political equality between states. Rostow’s stages of economic growth 
model sought to appeal to nations and individuals against the attractions 
of communist development models. Indeed, Rostow’s work is specifically 
subtitled ‘An Anti-Communist Manifesto’ and claims that Marxist theories 
have been rendered redundant by expanding production and rising living 
standards. Rostow associates consumer production with a society orientated 
towards individual wants, and therefore associates consumer society with 
political individualism. Communism would wither internationally with the 
rise of more individual-orientated consumer societies. So Rostow’s economic 
growth model predicts the end of ideological divisions when countries con-
verge in the highest stage of high mass consumption and organize themselves 
socially, economically and politically around individual wants.

Rostow believes that Marxist concerns over surplus value are irrelevant in 
conditions of material abundance for all. From Marxist perspectives, how-
ever, his model may be criticized for its methodological individualism and 
unproblematic account of capitalist economic relations, civil society and 
international political economic relations between states. Earlier critiques of 
Rostow were influenced by Marxist perspectives, notably dependency theo-
ries (Frank, 1971; Amin, 1976; Rodney, 1972). Nevertheless, Rostow follows 
the dominant secular social progressive thinking of the 19th and 20th centu-
ries, including Marxism, in linking material development with social, political 
and cultural development. Rostow’s much cited ‘social tension’ chart high-
lights the relationship between economic hardship and social unrest, such 
as the activities of Britain’s Luddites and Chartists (Rostow, 1948: 122–125). 
Indeed, Marxist historians have cited Rostow’s social tension chart – although 
ironically criticizing its author’s crude economic determinism – in efforts to 
analyse how specific social developments, impoverishment and grievances, 
and not simply absolute poverty, have fuelled unrest historically (Thompson, 
1964, 1971). Rostow shares with Marxism the idea of historical progress and 
human society advancing through different stages of social organization. He 
believes that the struggle for material necessities limits freedom and security. 
Emancipating humanity from material struggle will give greater security 
and open up possibilities for personal freedom and fulfilment. Rostow dis-
tinguishes between the cultural norms possible in traditional societies and 
those of post-industrial societies. Material development, for Rostow, allows 
humanity to shift from the narrowness of traditional societies to the more 
liberal attitudes of modern cosmopolitan urban societies. 
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Rostow (1971: xiv) expresses some doubts about international industrializa-
tion strategies, and he is concerned that they will diffuse power away from 
Western states, with implications for the stability of world order. He perceives 
military prestige to be states’ core motive for industrialization, which thus 
creates risks for international peace and security during the stages of eco-
nomic growth. But, since he sees the consumer age as orientated towards the 
individual, and the individual inclined towards liberal politics, international 
peace and security would be ensured in the long term. 

However, optimism over economic industrialization strategies in interna-
tional development declined from the late 1960s onwards. Importantly, both 
domestically and internationally, the slowing down of the postwar economic 
boom undermined liberal confidence in the idea that economic growth would 
bring about full employment and overcome social problems (Yuill, 2006). 
Economic industrialization strategies, notwithstanding official endorsement, 
were struggling to take off in practice, as developing countries had difficulties 
in securing economic investment. Further ethical and political objections to 
Rostow’s model arose, not simply practical problems. Among progressives, 
Rostow’s international development role was delegitimized because of the 
advisory role Rostow had played in connection with US bombing strategies 
during the Vietnam War (Milne, 2008). For progressives, Rostow’s (1971: 74) 
belief in the ability of his economic model to realize ‘more humane objec-
tives’ rang hollow in the face of the inhumane military strategies deployed 
against populations in Vietnam, Cambodia and elsewhere. Among official 
policymakers, concerns arose that industrialization and growth strategies 
were destabilizing societies, fostering frustration and alienation, and creating 
security risks (Huntington, 1968). Liberal thinking exemplified in John Rawls’ 
A Theory of Justice suggested growth strategies were insufficient to legitimize 
Western liberal societies and called for approaches addressing the marginal-
ized (Rawls, 1971; Yuill, 2006). Rostow (1971: 141) himself highlighted the 
urgency of addressing unemployment and unmet economic expectations in 
societies in transition, particularly among urban populations living ‘in a set-
ting of international communications which makes their frustration perhaps 
more strongly felt than in comparable situations in the past’. 

We turn now to the economist E. F. Schumacher, who took up the problem 
of frustration under modernization. Schumacher’s popular romantic anti-
capitalist critique of modernization strategies concluded that modernization 
strategies should be rejected, not merely modified. 
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Schumacher’s Small Is Beautiful and Buddhist Economics

We tend to associate counter-cultural stances with youth rebellion. However, 
ambivalence towards industrial capitalism was evident among Western 
 elites, especially within the oldest industrial society, that of Britain, both in 
the latter’s colonial system of native administration and in its approaches 
towards post-independence states (Lee, 1967; Snow, 1964). E. F. Schumacher’s 
rejection of industrial capitalism is particularly interesting because he was an 
economic insider. Schumacher began his career as a protégé of John Maynard 
Keynes, and for most of his career he worked as an industrial economist, 
rising to become chief economist at Britain’s National Coal Board. Yet, 
Schumacher is better known for his bestselling Small Is Beautiful, first pub-
lished in 1973, and for founding the Intermediate Technology Group in 1966. 
Schumacher’s (1983) Small Is Beautiful attacks economic growth and indus-
trialization strategies, espoused by Rostow’s The Stages of Economic Growth. 
His work exemplifies recurring romantic critiques of capitalism, calling for a 
return to pre-industrial, rural communal ways of life as a response to moder-
nity’s problems. 

Schumacher’s (1977b) ‘homecoming’, as he phrased it, crystallized as the 
postwar economic boom came to an end and pessimism grew over eco-
nomic growth overcoming social problems domestically and internationally. 
Romantic critiques of capitalism re-emerged against a background of declining 
working-class politics and rising consumer or identity politics, accompany-
ing the shift from Keynesian policies towards post-industrial service-orien-
tated economies (Cerni, 2007). Over the postwar decades, Schumacher began 
to question the link between material and social improvement and became 
preoccupied with humanity’s spiritual state in industrial societies rather than 
emancipation or equality, class or gender (Wood, 1983: 283). Schumacher’s 
(1983: 24, 39–41) writing decries ‘meaningless, mechanical, monotonous, 
moronic work’ for degrading people’s moral development, producing ‘either 
escapism or aggression’. He believed publicly owned industries should be 
and were founded not on profit-making but on public service, ‘a higher ideal 
than personal greed’, but they struggled to influence their own workforces, 
let alone wider society, against materialist values (Wood, 1983: 272, 283). 
Schumacher (1983: 23) condemned the modern economy as ‘systematically 
cultivating greed and envy’ and fuelling social frustration and conflict.

Instead, Schumacher proposes an alternative holistic people-focused 
Buddhist economics. Schumacher (1983: 38–39) defines Buddhist economics 
as cultivating the ‘right livelihood’ towards a ‘becoming existence’. He wants 
societies to follow Buddhist concepts of liberation as release from attachment 
to material things and the self’s mergence with nature (Schumacher, 1977a; 
1983: 37–42). Accordingly, Schumacher’s (1983: 21–25, 42) development vision 
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seeks to reduce desires for material goods in order to obtain ‘the maximum 
of well-being with the minimum of consumption’, orientated around basic 
needs. Here, Schumacher follows old philosophical concerns over alienation 
from God or nature as against secular social progressive concerns with politi-
cal and social emancipation (Meszaros, 1970). 

Schumacher (1983: 85, 120) sees humanity as a ‘spoiler, polluter, destroyer’, 
and nature as a ‘self-balancing, self-adjusting, self-cleansing’ life-form. He 
seeks natural solutions as opposed to scientific technological innovations 
such as nuclear energy, which allow humanity to transcend Malthusian natu-
ral limits and expand their material consumption (Schumacher, 1983: 117). 
If humanity were to escape nature’s limits, Schumacher fears, materialism 
would have free reign (Wood, 1983: 304). Schumacher presents pre-industrial 
communities and labour as virtuous on account of their more humble rela-
tionship to nature (Schumacher, 1983: 37; Wood, 1983: 271–275, 312–313). For 
Schumacher (1983: 90), a becoming life and social peace are achieved through 
religious awe, humility and sacrifice. The poor, with their lower consumption 
patterns, tied to necessity, are closer to his ideal existence. 

The sources of international insecurity and conflict for Schumacher are 
moral failings in materialism. Peace and security are to be found in spiritual-
ism. Schumacher’s spiritual development vision identifies with traditional 
peasant communities and overlooks their insecurities and violent aspects, 
because he associates low technology with nonviolence, and industrial tech-
nology with violence (Schumacher, 1983: 120). He approves of agricultur-
ally based economies for keeping people in touch with nature (Schumacher, 
1983: 90–91). He warns against the risk that a ‘green revolution’ will lead 
to agriculture becoming standardized and suffering the same alienating ten-
dencies of modern urban, industrial life (Schumacher, 1983: 92). Schumacher 
challenges the liberal ideals of commercial pacifism expressed in Rostow’s 
model of integrating communities into national or international markets, 
fearing participation in the world economy draws populations into large-
scale violent conflicts (Schumacher, 1983: 43). Schumacher is sceptical about 
increasing material investment or aid in the developing world, as Rostow 
sought, because he fears such strategies encourage its populations to adopt 
Western consumption habits (Wood, 1983: 314). Schumacher does not agree 
with Rostow that developing countries’ consumption could expand as their 
production expands. 

Schumacher (1983: 3, 35) opposes Marx’s labour theory of value and Marxist 
emphasis on the working class as producers. Instead, his economic philosophy 
treats all humans as merely exploiters and converters of nature. Schumacher 
unconsciously expresses trends in Western capitalism, where industrial 
 production was shifting to non-Western countries and Western economies 
were increasingly orientated around converting products manufactured 
elsewhere into consumer brands (Cerni, 2007). Schumacher implicitly 
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projects these specific exploitative international sociopolitical economic rela-
tions onto the whole of humanity, while promoting the idea that the poor 
should be aided by the rich and displacing concepts of the working classes 
being alienated from their labour. Indicatively, in his opposition to devel-
oping countries following economic industrialization models, Schumacher 
 represents the developing world as consumers rather than producers.

Schumacher’s identification with traditional rural communities embodies 
conservative romantic anti-modernist perspectives and conservative fears 
over changing domestic and international relations. His ideas conflict with 
contemporary working-class demands for higher material living stand-
ards and the women’s movement’s challenges to traditional gender roles. 
Domestically, the 1970s witnessed trade union militancy, where workers were 
demanding higher wage levels and material living standards. Schumacher’s 
defence of the coal industry against oil and nuclear energy was applaud-
ed by the National Union of Miners (Wood, 1983: 289–290). However, Small 
Is Beautiful’s anti-materialism clashed with the higher material aspirations 
being expressed by British workers, including the miners, and could com-
plement the austerity measures imposed domestically. Internationally, 
Schumacher’s anti-materialist critique clashed with the political and mate-
rial demands of developing countries, including the 1974 UN Declaration on 
the New International Economic Order and the successful renegotiation by 
the OPEC countries of their trade conditions with the West. Schumacher’s 
anti-materialist vision appears diametrically opposed to the free market eco-
nomics adopted by the Reagan and Thatcher governments in the USA and 
the UK and the Bretton Wood organizations in the 1980s. Yet, among pro-
gressives and idealists, his anti-materialist critique helped legitimize interna-
tional development’s retreat from universal prosperity goals to basic needs 
and from international equality between states to re-naturalized paternalist 
relations between rich and poor. 

Schumacher overlooked how his own spiritual endeavours were sustained 
by his being freed from necessity through the division of labour. He did not 
consider how people in the developing world might also want the possi-
bilities of different occupations Schumacher enjoyed, not bound to a life of 
subsistence farming. His attack on consumerism further overlooked labour-
saving consumer devices like washing machines, which were freeing up 
women’s domestic labour in Western homes. His Buddhist economics rather 
disapproved of women working outside the home and not devoting their time 
to caring for children (Schumacher, 1983: 41). Controversially, his recipe for 
spiritual living led him to praise separate development in South Africa and to 
overlook apartheid politics (Wood, 1983: 340–341). Schumacher did not under-
stand how South Africa’s separate development allowed the apartheid regime 
to maintain a reserve army of labour in reservations away from urban centres 
and to suppress the population’s capacity to organize politically against its 
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exploitation (Lipton, 1986; Longford, 1986; Mbeki, 1961). Schumacher did 
not examine the political implications of his development vision for ordinary 
peoples’ aspirations, nor for international inequality between states and the 
position of developing countries in the international system. 

Schumacher’s vision of peace and development inspired counter-cultural 
currents and Western aid organizations like Britain’s Oxfam (Whitaker, 1983). 
Western aid organizations enjoyed relative independence in the developing 
world during the Cold War and could enter areas that Western governments 
could not (Whitaker, 1983; Vaux, 2001). Their transcendence of international 
political divisions encouraged belief in their potential role and vision of small-
scale community development in the developing world aimed at fostering 
peace (Duffield, 2007). Following Schumacher, Oxfam’s managers sought 
to make themselves development role models of modest living in the West, 
paying themselves less than market rates and avoiding large salary differen-
tials within the organization (Duffield, 2007). Individual field officers could 
find personal fulfilment in their romantic escape from mainstream industrial 
society to poor peasant communities, along with a sense of agency through 
the decisionmaking powers and resources entrusted to them (Duffield, 2007; 
Vaux, 2001). 

More pragmatic philosophies and management approaches have since come 
to the fore, reflecting the development sector’s changing role and its incor-
poration into global governance, and restricting individuals’ experience of 
romantic escape through aid work in the developing world (Duffield, 2010). 
Nevertheless, Schumacher’s dematerialized vision influences global devel-
opment and legitimizes not transforming the material conditions of people 
in developing countries to realize the material security, living standards and 
life possibilities of post-industrial populations. Schumacher’s suggestion of 
an inverse relation between material prosperity and the good life has become 
mainstream among the more affluent sections of Western societies and global 
aid circles (Narayan et al., 2000). Human rights, which Schumacher neglect-
ed, have been incorporated into global governance as essential to sustaining 
peace and development, reflecting how evolving global security models are 
not simply securitizing global concerns but are incorporating other concerns. 
Yet, tensions exist in global governance’s efforts to globalize human rights 
while maintaining traditional ways of life. How can the ideal of the emanci-
pated individual and his or her rights flourish in circumscribed traditional 
conditions where people are bound by necessity and not emancipated from 
nature or their community? 

Below, I will consider Amartya Sen’s concept of development as freedom, 
which offers a contemporary policy romance globalizing post-industrial 
norms in periphery conditions. Sen’s human development approach emerges 
in the context of liberalism’s triumph and subsequent impasse in TINA (i.e. 
‘There is no alternative [to the market]’, as British Prime Minister Margaret 
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Thatcher declared following the demise of the communist bloc). Sen’s human 
development vision relegitimizes market capitalism and the lack of alterna-
tive international development visions by incorporating social concern for 
those marginalized under market relations. 

Sen’s Development as Freedom

Amartya Sen won the Nobel prize in economic science in 1998 for his ‘con-
tributions to welfare economics’.3 His research over five decades has sought 
to transcend debates between Keynesian and neoclassical economics, and 
between economics and philosophy. He has worked with liberal theorists such 
as Kenneth Arrow, John Rawls and Martha Nussbaum, who have informed 
his thinking on social choice and equalities of opportunity.4

The Bengali famine of 1943 was a defining experience of Sen’s childhood 
and inspired his seminal study Poverty and Famines (Sen, 1981). His study 
was enthusiastically received in international development circles, which 
were reorientating their policies around securing basic needs against inter-
national debt, structural adjustment programmes and falling development 
indicators. Famously his political economy of famines argues: ‘Starvation is 
the characteristic of some people not having enough food to eat. It is not 
the characteristic of there being not enough food to eat’ (Sen, 1981: 1). Sen 
emphasizes how famines relate to inequalities, not simply food shortages, 
and therefore food distribution as opposed to production and supplies. He 
questions modernization approaches that trust in industrialization, economic 
growth and the market to address poverty.

Crucially, Sen’s entitlements approach addresses individuals’ ability to 
secure food supplies rather than the general availability of such supplies, and 
it provides insights into people’s insecurities in the market (Sen, 1981: 7). 
Famine theories were traditionally concerned with the quantity of food sup-
plies available in an area and how individuals’ food security can be jeopard-
ized by direct food losses – crops destroyed through drought, floods, disease 
or pests. Sen’s entitlements approach shifts attention to how individuals’ 
food security may be jeopardized through poor trade, insufficient income, 
unemployment, failing social support or higher food prices. His entitlements 
approach gave a new social justice mission to international famine responses, 
going beyond the apolitical humanitarian model epitomized in the Live 
Aid appeal in response to the 1984–85 Ethiopian famine (Vaux, 2001). Sen’s 

3 See ‘The Sveriges Riksbank Prize in Economic Sciences in Memory of Alfred Nobel 1998’; available at 
http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economics/laureates/1998/ (accessed 14 September 2010).

4 See Sen’s autobiographic statement, originally written at the time of the Nobel award; available at http://
nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economics/laureates/1998/sen-autobio.html (accessed 31 August 2010).
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 language of entitlements implies the existence of legal norms and their viola-
tion in the political economy, echoing capitalism’s promise of legal equality 
and its thwarting of individual freedom and equality.

Sen outlines how individuals realize their needs through ‘exchange entitle-
ment mappings’, but individuals’ entitlements are insecure because of the way 
in which realization of entitlements is dependent on the market. Individuals’ 
resources and assets, including their labour, need to be converted into goods 
and services, but successful conversion is not automatic in the market, even 
where individuals have goods or their own labour to sell. Drawing atten-
tion to market failures, Sen’s famine and hunger studies have suggested 
Keynesian-type interventions, including public works (Drèze & Sen, 1989; 
Sen, 1981). Equally, they have stressed the importance of democratic politics 
and public pressure to develop famine prevention and alleviation policies, 
contrasting China’s famine and India’s avoidance of famine in the postwar 
period. Sen’s later book with Jean Drèze, Hunger and Public Action (Drèze & 
Sen, 1989), along with Dan Banik’s more recent study Starvation and India’s 
Democracy (Banik, 2007), further argue that everyday hunger and malnutri-
tion deaths persist in India because of the way in which Indian democracy 
and public policy are dominated by elites, although its democracy has largely 
avoided famine. 

If Sen’s famine and hunger studies have suggested Keynesian-type inter-
ventions, his overall development model, synthesized in his capabilities 
approach, has favoured strategies promoting family income generation or 
micro-enterprise strategies that integrate people better into markets (Sen, 
1975, 2001). Tensions exist between Sen’s entitlements approach, highlighting 
market failures, and his capabilities approach, looking to market solutions. 
Essentially, Sen’s capabilities approach does not see alternatives beyond the 
market even as his entitlements approach shows the latter’s limits.

Sen’s approach draws upon some romantic development ideas to modi-
fy mainstream economic policies. He questions ‘the usual concentration on 
GDP or technical progress or industrialisation’ as the main development goal, 
although he is not anti-growth or technology per se (Sen, 2001: 175, 285, 293). 
Instead, he wants to orientate strategies around human capital and human 
development. He argues for a broader development goal of well-being and 
proposes development policies aimed at enhancing the capacities of individ-
uals and communities to realize their own well-being. Sen’s human capacities 
approach echoes counter-culture ideals of social change as a chain reaction 
of personal change, but his idea of well-being represents a secular, psycho-
social concept as against Schumacher’s spiritual concerns. Sen’s capabilities 
approach is more focused on individuals’ norms, interpersonal relations and 
entrepreneurial skills, as compared to Schumacher’s (1983) focus on simple 
technological innovations. Against Schumacher, Sen’s capabilities approach 
shares Rostow’s methodological individualism and modernizing elements, 
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including modernizing traditional, communal and household hierarchies 
towards liberal norms of the modern personality and gender equality. 

Sen gives a market romance of small independent property owners and their 
family businesses, as opposed to a romantic revolt against consumer society. 
His idea of development as freedom echoes Adam Smith’s vision of auton-
omous individuals enjoying freedom of the market – freedom to contract 
one’s labour against bonded labour and freedom to exchange one’s goods in 
open markets (Sen, 2001: 6–7). His development strategies seek to empower 
individuals as sellers of goods or services, and parallel Western consumer 
societies’ policies focused on enhancing individuals’ life skills and employ-
ability, their capacity to adapt and sell themselves to the shifting demands of 
consumer capitalism (Levitas, 1998; Nolan, 1998; Sennett, 2006). Sen’s capa-
bilities approach, organized around individual micro-entrepreneurs appeal-
ing to consumers, effectively projects post-industrial subjectivities fostered 
by consumer capitalism onto traditional or semi-industrialized conditions. 
Indicatively, Sen likes to use the pronoun ‘she’ (see, for example, Sen, 2001: 
293) – associated with the feminized consumer identity and services sec-
tor as opposed to older collective masculine working-class identity. This 
vision appeals to and is to be implemented by professional advocates who 
will reform the perceived incapacities of the poor. Rather than state nation-
alization programmes, Sen (1975) has long advocated small-scale family 
businesses to spread ownership and address social inequalities. However, 
his development strategies do not address the economic insecurities faced 
by small family businesses, the recurring concentration of the means of pro-
duction under capitalist relations, and the latter’s international political eco-
nomic inequalities. Sen’s model reflects concern over individuals’ ability to 
realize their well-being within capitalism but, instead of challenging capital-
ism’s thwarting of individuals, seeks to realize individual well-being within 
existing political, economic and social relations.

Sen’s capabilities approach does not address the uneven material and tech-
nological capacity of states or the implied international unequal division of 
labour and living standards between developing and post-industrial coun-
tries. His famous thesis on democracy preventing famine in India overlooks 
how that country’s national railway network has enabled transportation of 
food to famine-struck areas and mitigated famine, as well as providing mass 
employment and welfare to employees (Kumar, 1991). Developing coun-
tries without developed national communications and infrastructures have 
problems transporting goods, which make their populations more vulner-
able to famine or other disasters. In addition, families making livings from 
micro-enterprises depend on national infrastructures and populations with 
surplus incomes to flourish. Sen considers legal norms important for ensur-
ing that individuals are free to develop their capabilities, but his approach 
overlooks the ‘soft state’ problem highlighted by Gunnar Myrdal (1957) and 
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earlier development studies, which associated non-wage non-industrial 
economies with weak illiberal states and poor rule of law because of the dif-
ficulties they faced in realizing equitable, stable tax regimes and providing 
services, employment and welfare to foster their legitimacy. Indicatively, 
Sen refers to health as important for individuals’ capacities, but overlooks 
the very different standards of health provision possible in post-industrial 
and non-industrial societies. International initiatives following the human 
 development approaches, such as the World Bank’s Voices of the Poor study 
(Narayan et al., 2000) and the Millennium Development Goals, also imply 
continuing inequalities in international health and other areas (Pender, 2002; 
Pupavac, 2005).

Nor, although he is concerned with gender equality, does Sen fundamen-
tally address the implications of a household-based economy as opposed to 
a wage economy for women’s emancipation. Sen has been criticized for over-
looking how coping strategies seeking to retain household productive capac-
ity and restricting family consumption impact unevenly on family members. 
Such coping strategies tend to protect the positions of economically active 
family members (adult males), at the expense of the most vulnerable, depend-
ent family members (Devereux, 2001; De Waal, 1989, 1990, 1997). Even Sen’s 
elaboration of the capabilities approach and women’s empowerment with 
Martha Nussbaum does not address the ambivalent character of microfi-
nance and income-generating labour for women (Nussbaum & Sen, 1993; 
Nussbaum, 2001; Sen, 2001). Disappointingly, Sen does not examine micro-
finance in the critical analytical detail of his earlier famine and hunger stud-
ies. Nevertheless, other studies suggest that microfinance tends to enhance 
women’s position within existing social relations, rather than emancipate 
them, and it may overall reinforce social inequalities (Bateman, 2010; Rankin, 
2001, 2002).

To support his capabilities approach, Sen (2001: 198) cites Kerala in India 
to illustrate how women’s literacy supports better outcomes for women and 
a population’s improved well-being. Kerala’s positive figures on women’s 
life expectancy and infant and maternal mortality rates are commonly cited 
in international circles to support human development strategies. However, 
Kerala’s exceptionality historically arguably relates to its niche economic 
position. Its experiences are not easily transferable. Furthermore, Kerala’s 
near-90% literacy rates for women have not translated into women’s greater 
emancipation, employment or decisionmaking powers compared with other 
regions (Suchitra, 2004). According to the Kerala authorities: 

While in terms of Educational attainment and longevity, Kerala ranks very high, work 
participation rates have been lower than in other states in particular the rural female 
work participation rate which has been much lower when compared to the all India 
level (Government of Kerala, 2007: 531).
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Sen’s pick ’n’ mix approach to tradition and modernity fails to provide a 
coherent relationship between material social conditions and beliefs or norms. 
It assumes that modern gender relations may be achieved within existing 
traditional economic household relations. Here we may compare the logic 
of Rostow’s and Schumacher’s models, notwithstanding their limitations. 
Schumacher’s Small Is Beautiful affirms traditional beliefs and traditional ways 
of life with enhanced traditional technology. Rostow’s The Stages of Economic 
Growth links modern values and modern industrial conditions: individual-
ism flourishes as the consequence of a mature industrialized society shift-
ing to consumer production. However, a hiatus exists between Sen’s model 
of modern individuals, behaviour and attitudes, on the one hand, and their 
material social conditions, on the other. Ultimately, Sen’s market romance 
makes a virtue of people surviving off petty trade, even as his famine stud-
ies illuminate the insecurities of such a situation. The tensions in Sen’s vision 
are personified in global development relations: the vast social gulf between 
 global cosmopolitan professional development advocates and locally situ-
ated recipient poor populations, whose very different material circumstances 
are not lost on the latter.

Tensions in Consumer Capitalism’s Global Governance 
and Development Vision 

Global governance development approaches, formalized in Poverty 
Reduction Strategy Papers, seek to manage the global divisions between 
 consumer and non-consumer societies (Duffield, 2007). However, consumer 
capitalism fosters romantic counter-cultural development myths in which it 
is assumed that people in developing countries share non-materialist ideals of 
basic needs and that this vision will both attract people and secure them from 
violent or discriminatory appropriation of entitlements in the divided and 
contested political economies of global consumer capitalism (Duffield, 2007; 
De Waal, 1989, 1990, 1997). Development and security strategies have aban-
doned earlier goals of securing populations through comprehensive national 
development and welfare regimes. Even though the state has been brought 
back into governance and development strategies over the last decade, 
contemporary state-building does not affirm the older Weberian iron cage 
of employment and welfare guarantees or the redistributive state. Instead, 
the globalized ‘governance state’ outlines targets and guidance but without 
responsibility for organizing populations’ employment or welfare (Duffield, 
2007; Harrison, 2004; Pender, 2007). Social vulnerabilities approaches have 
subtly shifted from social analysis to a naturalized political economy in 
which people’s marginalization is understood within people’s life-cycles 
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– for example, as a woman from female infant, to young mother, to widow 
(Duffield, 2007). Global governance, on the other hand, which treats cultural 
norms as learned behaviour, independent of social reproduction, has become 
more judgemental of household and communal attitudes and behaviour, and 
condemns households’ discriminatory coping strategies (Duffield, 2007). The 
idealized development model of enhanced household micro-enterprises in 
the free market is belied by populations’ insecurities in the de-institution-
alized, de-materialized security–development nexus. Sustainable human 
development approaches have sought to discourage migration, but migra-
tion assumes potentially greater importance to people wanting a better life 
and having to pursue individual strategies, including migration abroad, to 
secure their families’ future in the demise of national development. Moreover, 
remittances provide more investment than international aid in the develop-
ing world, as has been belatedly recognized.5

The recurring romantic critiques of modernity have historically been ambiv-
alent towards the urban working classes and have preferred romanticized, 
pastoral non-industrial subjects. Significantly, the working classes are absent 
in global governance and human development strategies, even in countries 
with industrial sectors, such as Bosnia and Herzegovina. Meanwhile, the 
economic growth strategies of China and the other BRICs6 ignored the pre-
vailing global development strategies. These countries’ growth strategies, 
echoing Rostow rather than Schumacher or Sen, are raising more people out 
of poverty, albeit unevenly, than the human development approaches pro-
moted by the United Nations Development Programme and the Millennium 
Development Goals, as the UN tacitly acknowledges (UN DESA, 2010: 6–7). 
China is ironically one of the few developing countries to have significantly 
reduced absolute poverty and is expected to meet most of the Millennium 
Development Goals by 2015 (UNDP China & CIRD, 2008: 8–10). As yet, the 
other rising economies have weaker infrastructures to support large-scale 
manufacturing industries and provide mass employment. Consequently, 
 rising incomes in countries like India have been enjoyed by narrower sec-
tions of society. But, the BRIC countries’ industrial demand for raw materials 
until the 2008 global economic crisis also fostered economic activity in the 
developing world, raising incomes and encouraging growth rates not seen 
since the 1970s (World Bank, 2007).

If the Chinese model repeats Rostow’s one-sided economic determinism, 
romantic anti-materialist development models legitimize failure to improve 
people’s lives materially. Global human development visions appear to 
address the needs of alienated Westerners to feel socially just rather than 

5 IFAD (2007); see also the World Bank’s web page on Migration and Remittances at http://go.worldbank.
org/SSW3DDNLQ0 (accessed 14 September 2010).

6 ‘BRIC . . . is a grouping acronym that refers to the countries of Brazil, Russia, India, and China that are 
deemed to all be at a similar stage of newly advanced economic development’; see http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/BRIC (accessed 30 August 2010).
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the problems and material aspirations of populations globally. For decades, 
developing countries have been a site for disorientated Westerners to project 
their ideals (Hammond, 2007). Western elites are increasingly dependent 
on global causes, lacking a firm basis and purpose in their own societies. 
Global NGO relations echo the international political economy, in which non-
Western NGO sectors have grown to serve the ideals of Western sponsors, 
who brand and market their causes.

Insofar as developing populations are expected to relate to consumer capi-
talism, they should cater to its nostalgia and desire for ethical consumption, 
without themselves being integrated consumers (Ben-Ami, 2010). African 
cut flowers or green beans sold by supermarkets, as opposed to handicrafts, 
continue to disturb Western ethical consumers as commercial, unethical and 
un-environmental, notwithstanding efforts to incorporate ethical and envi-
ronmental concerns (Fairtrade Foundation, 2008; War on Want, 2007; Thomas, 
2009). Indicatively, India’s Nano car, which makes car ownership more afford-
able for members of India’s lower-middle and working classes, was decried 
by Western liberal media (Buncombe, 2008). Westerners repeatedly prefer the 
India of spiritual seers or romanticized poor rather than its aspirational work-
ing classes. Consumer society’s romantic sensibilities neglect that if develop-
ing countries are not allowed to develop industrial means of production and 
are limited to basic needs and technology, they will have little room for con-
tingency. People will remain ever-vulnerable to emergencies and indefinitely 
entangled in dependent relationships with donor powers. Meanwhile, ethical 
consumer critiques ironically often foreground consumers as leading political 
subjects. Unfortunately, consumer outlooks focused on solutions at the level 
of individual behavior and changes in personal consumption are inadequate 
to address global problems, like climate change, that require serious invest-
ment in technological innovation (Woudhuysen & Kaplinsky, 2009).

Rostow (1971: 141) highlighted 50 years ago how populations’ frustrations 
are worsened ‘in a setting of international communications’. He grounded 
international peace and justice in closing the industrial gap between consum-
er societies and developing countries and creating material prosperity for all. 
Conversely, global governance, informed by consumer capitalism’s divorce 
from its industrial basis, seeks to secure international order by protecting 
developing populations from consumer desires and focusing on securing 
everybody’s basic needs. Global governance does not intend to fuel consum-
er demands in developing countries. However, the restless romantic, ideal-
istic aspects of global governance encourage ever new areas of intervention 
that are not materially grounded. These new interventions potentially risk 
disorganizing existing social and communal protective arrangements with-
out providing more materially secure conditions. Not least, although Western 
advisers and aid workers promote development goals of basic needs, their 
very presence communicates cosmopolitan affluence to recipient populations. 
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The fortified aid compounds and the ubiquitous white Land Rovers or SUVs 
of international bodies – emblazoned with their respective organizational 
logos and travelling between the fortified aid archipelagos – vividly testify 
to the international gap between local living standards and those enjoyed 
by consumer societies (Duffield, 2010; Karakat & Hannurkar, 2007). The 
evolving regimes of global governance are restricting romantic revolt, even 
if voluntary or paid employment remains useful for building personal social 
capital. Simultaneously, these regimes are also frustrating more meaningful 
relations and experiences, which might encourage the development of com-
pelling social critiques addressing contemporary international political eco-
nomic relations and the contradictions of consumer capitalism. Unfortunately, 
 idealism risks becoming transformed into cynicism in today’s alienating aid 
relations and experiences. The global economic crisis reveals the inability of 
Western consumer society elites to understand and address their own falter-
ing economies, let alone advance progressive peace and development visions 
in the rest of the world.

* Vanessa Pupavac is a Lecturer in the School of Politics and International Relations at 
the University of Nottingham. She has published widely on human rights, humanitari-
anism and development politics, has previously worked as a consultant at the United 
Nations, and is a fellow of the Royal Society of Arts. She would like to thank the anony-
mous reviewers for their useful comments. She would also like to thank the organizers 
and participants of a conference held in October 2008 at the School of Global Studies, 
Goteborg University, where an earlier draft of this article was presented.
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